Game was called at five minutes past three. Williams won the toss and took the ball, Tech. taking the east side of the field. Williams started with short rushes, thereby gaining some ten yards; but here their progress was stayed, three downs forcing them to kick to Germer, who made a very pretty rush; Godchaux passed the ball back to him on the line up, and he repeated it. Duane then did the same. Williams was rather startled at Germer's wonderful running and dodging abilities, so Durand caught him by the ankles the next time he ran. This was a foul tackle, and gave Tech. five yards, Germer making fifteen yards more on the line up. Two more rushes by Duane, a rush and crawl by Germer, carried the leather well into Williams' territory, where four downs gave them the ball. The ball was snapped back to Kimball, who made one of the prettiest runs of the game for Williams. Three downs forced Vermylie to kick to Germer, who made a fair catch and a pretty run on the line up. Duane then took the ball under his left arm and ran twenty yards, then five, and then fifteen, which brought it to Williams' 15-yard line, where it went to them on four downs. They could gain no ground by rushing, however, so Standfield kicked to Durfee, who made a short rush. On the line up Godchaux attempted to run with the ball, and the referee gave it therefore to Williams. Durand started out well for a pretty run, but he and Pierce met, somehow, and—well, he stopped, and Tech. got the ball on four downs. Godchaux made a bad pass and lost some ground, which good rushes by Duane, Durfee, and Germer soon regained, Tech. getting five yards more for Durand's foul tackle of Germer. Duane kicked to Standfield on three downs, but Williams immediately lost the ball on a fumble. Godchaux passed it back to Durfee, who rushed six yards, and crawled and pushed five more, amid the applauds of the assembly. Duane here ran around the end of Williams' line, and stopped only at Williams' 15-yard line, where he was thrown, when outside, by Standfield, his head striking a rock. For a time he was unconscious; he, however, came to just before the time limit, and made another pretty run, which was very prettily stopped by Rowland. Williams got the ball on four downs, and after gaining some ground kicked to Germer, who ran half the length of the field with it before he was stopped. Durfee then distinguished himself by another phenomenal rush and crawl. This brought the line of action to within twelve yards of William's goal-line; another rush, head down, by Duane, carried the ball over the line, amid cheers, yells, and the most unprecedented demonstrations of joy. This took place at exactly twenty-seven minutes past three. It was some time before the field could be cleared of the exultant Techs sufficiently to allow of an attempt to kick a goal, which, however, failed, leaving the score four to nothing. Williams lined up at the 25-yard line, and failing to gain any ground kicked to Germer, who, by fast running and phenomenal dodging, brought it back to the place from which it was kicked, where it was lost on a fumble. Standfield again kicked to Germer, who made a fair catch. Durfee made a fine run, Duane the same, who, on being tackled, passed to Godchaux, who gained ten yards. Time was called, with the ball in the centre of the field.